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Meningiomas account for approximately one third of all primary intracranial

tumors. Arising from the cells of the arachnoid mater, these neoplasms are found

along meningeal surfaces within the calvarium and spinal canal. Many are

discovered incidentally, and most are idiopathic, although risk factors

associated with meningioma development include age, sex, prior radiation

exposure, and familial genetic diseases. The World Health Organization

grading system is based on histologic criteria, and are as follows: grade 1

meningiomas, a benign subtype; grade 2 meningiomas, which are of

intermediately aggressive behavior and usually manifest histologic atypia; and

grade 3, which demonstrate aggressive malignant behavior. Management is

heavily dependent on tumor location, grade, and symptomatology. While

many imaging-defined low grade appearing meningiomas are suitable for

observation with serial imaging, others require aggressive management with

surgery and adjuvant radiotherapy. For patients needing intervention, surgery is

the optimal definitive approach with adjuvant radiation therapy guided by extent

of resection, tumor grade, and location in addition to patient specific factors

such as life expectancy. For grade 1 lesions, radiation can also be used as a

monotherapy in the form of stereotactic radiosurgery or standard fractionated

radiation therapy depending on tumor size, anatomic location, and proximity to

dose-limiting organs at risk. Optimal management is paramount because of the

generally long life-expectancy of patients with meningioma and the morbidity

that can arise from tumor growth and recurrence as well as therapy itself.
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1 Introduction

Meningiomas are the most common intracranial tumors in

adults, accounting for 37.6% of all primary brain and central

nervous system (CNS) tumors (1). Because of the benign nature of

most meningiomas and variability of treatment options, prospective

and randomized clinical studies evaluating management approaches

have been limited, and optimal management must be determined on

a case-by-case basis. This report reviews the molecular and histologic

features of meningiomas, summarizes treatment pathways for various

clinical presentations including the evidence for surgical and

radiotherapeutic approaches, and identifies knowledge gaps to

facilitate future research in the management of meningiomas.

Meningiomas are classified according to the World Health

Organization (WHO) grading system, which traditionally has

been used to direct clinical prognosis and treatment. The WHO

2016 guidelines classify these tumors as one of three grades: grade 1

meningiomas are considered benign and have a low mitotic rate

(<4/10 high-power field [HPF]) and no brain invasion. Grade 2 or

atypical meningiomas have either a mitotic rate of 4-19/10 HPF,

brain invasion, or at least 3 of 5 specific histologic features

(spontaneous or geographic necrosis; prominent nucleoli; high

cellularity; small cells with a high nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio; and

pattern-less sheet-like growth). Grade 3 meningiomas have either a

mitotic rate >20/10 HPF or an overtly malignant appearance. Grade

3 tumors are associated with a high risk of recurrence, aggressive

clinical course, and poor overall survival. The distribution of

documented meningioma cases by WHO grade is 80% grade 1,

18% grade 2, and 2% grade 3 (Table 1) (Adapted) (1–3).
1.1 WHO 2021 updated grading

Updated WHO guidelines were released in 2021 (Table 1) with

noticeable changes to terminology and grading. The word ‘entity’

has been replaced with ‘type,’ and ‘variant’ has been replaced with

‘subtype’. Moreover, the use of Roman numerals in the classification

system has been changed to Arabic numerals (i.e., grade II is now

grade 2). The subtypes of choroid and clear cell meningiomas are

assigned to at least CNS grade 2 as they have a higher likelihood of

recurrence compared to grade 1 meningiomas. This classification is

independent of other “atypical” features used to designate CNS

WHO grade 2 for other morphologic subtypes. Another notable

change involves the modifier ‘anaplastic,’ which has now been

dropped in favor of grading to reflect the potential for molecular

features that classify a tumor as grade 3, even in the absence of

frankly anaplastic appearance on histology.

Although much of the content remains the same and histologic

features remain the backbone of the classification system, the grading

schema in WHO 2021 includes, for the first time, molecular factors,

which can supersede histological features (4). For example,

meningiomas with a telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT)

promoter mutation or a homozygous deletion of CDKN2A and/or

CDKN2B are classified as WHO grade 3. The clinical data supporting

inclusion of thesemolecular features are summarized in the next section.
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1.2 Molecular considerations in
meningioma grading and behavior

The influence of TERT promoter mutations has been observed in

retrospective analyses of patient outcomes. Sham, et al. found a TERT

promoter mutation rate of 6.4% among 252 patients, with

enrichment in grade 2 (5.7%) and grade 3 (20%) compared with

grade 1 (1.7%) (5). Notably, progression-free survival (PFS) was

drastically shortened by the presence of a TERT promoter mutation,

with wild-type cases progressing at a median of 179 months

compared with only 10.1 months for tumors with TERT promoter

mutation. Mutations were significantly associated with recurrence

within individual grade groupings. This association has also been

demonstrated by growing ex vivo patient samples in vitro, where

TERT promoter mutations led to indefinite cell growth. Moreover, a

link was noted between TERT promoter mutations and reduced PFS

time and overall survival (OS) with median OS time of the entire

cohort 53.8 months for patients whose tumors have TERT promotor

mutation versus 115.6 for those with wild-type tumors (6).

Homozygous deletions in the cell cycle regulator genes

CDKN2A and/or CDKN2B are often found in recurrent and

progressive meningiomas and are associated with poor prognosis.

In one study of 528 patients, 4.9% were found to have deletion of

one of these genes, with significant enrichment in grade 2 (27%) and

grade 3 (73%) meningiomas (7). Worse outcomes were observed for

patients with the deletions, with median time to progression being 8

months versus 101 months for patients without deletions. As was

the case for TERT promoter mutations, worse outcomes were

observed in the entire mixed-grade cohort and within grade 2

and grade 3 cohorts when analyzed individually. Notably,

CDKN2A/B deletions predicted worse outcomes in the absence of

TERT promoter mutations.

While not included in the WHO 2021 guidelines as a criterion

for grading, Ki-67/MIB-1, an immunohistochemical marker of cell

proliferation, warrants mention as higher expression has been

associated with worse prognosis. In a meta-analysis by Liu et al.,

43 studies showed higher Ki-67 expression to be associated with

worse OS in patients with meningiomas (8). Menger et al. studied

Ki-67 labeling index for its potential to predict risk of recurrence.

They concluded that the risk of recurrence after resection of

meningiomas may be associated with the degree of Ki-67

positivity, with some evidence that specific values of the Ki-67

labeling index can help to predict meningioma recurrence (9).
2 Physiology of and risk factors
for meningiomas

Meningiomas originate from the meningeal covering of the

brain and spinal cord. The meninges are thought to be derived from

the neural crest in the telencephalon and from the mesoderm at the

skull base (10). The cells that form the layer of arachnoid mater and

arachnoid villi are cytologically similar to meningioma cells and are

thought to be the cells of origin of these tumors (11). Meningiomas

are generally slow-growing and non-infiltrative lesions that are
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most often discovered incidentally during imaging, although they

can present with insidious onset of symptoms related to location

(12). Symptoms are generally non-specific, such as headaches due to

increased intracranial pressure or generalized or partial seizures due

to a focal mass effect (10). Although findings on radiographic

images may indicate a meningioma, imaging cannot determine

the pathologic grade of the tumor. Nevertheless, imaging

surveillance is often useful in establishing the tumor’s behavior;

inferring the grade of tumor is discussed in Section 3.1.

Risk factors that have been established as affecting meningioma

development include age, sex, prior radiation exposure, and several

genetic familial syndromes. Pediatric intracranial meningiomas are
Frontiers in Oncology 03
rare, accounting for only 2.5% of total cases; meningiomas most

often occur in individuals aged 40 to 70 years (13). With a

pathological prevalence of 1/100 in the United States, females are

twice as likely as males to develop meningioma, and are 3.15 times

more likely to develop meningiomas during their peak reproductive

years because of cyclic hormonal exposure. Meningiomas can

express estrogen, progesterone, and androgen receptors; indeed,

the involvement of endogenous and exogenous hormones is

thought to contribute to their increased incidence in females

(Figure 1) (15).

Prior radiation exposure, particularly in childhood, is another

known risk factor for intracranial meningiomas. In one Israeli study
TABLE 1 Updated WHO 2021 Diagnostic Meningioma Guidelines.

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Prevalence ~85-95% ~5-10% ~1-5%

Gender Female > Male Female > Male Female < Male

Diagnostic
Criteria

Mitoses < 4/10 hpf Mitoses 4 19/10 hpf
OR

3/5 of the following:
Necrosis

High nuclear/cytoplastic ratio
Prominent nucleoli

Architectural sheeting
Hypercellularity

OR
Clear cell/chordoid histology

-
Brain Invasion

Mitoses ≥ 20/10 hpf
OR

Frank anaplasia
OR

Papillary/rhabdoid histology

Histologic
Subtypes

Meningothelial
Fibrous

(Fibroblastic)
Transitional
(Mixed)

Psammomatous
Angiomatous
Microcystic
Secretory

Lymphoplasmacyte-
rich

Metaplastic

Atypical
Chordoid
Clear Cell

Anaplastic
Papillary
Rhabdoid

Molecular
Features

4 to 19 mitotic figures in 10 consecutive HPF of each 0.16 mm2

(at least 2.5/mm2)
OR

Unequivocal brain invasion (not only perivascular spread or
indentation of brain without pial breach)

OR
Specific morphological subtype (chordoid or clear cell)

OR
At least three of the following:

Increased cellularity
Small cells with high N:C ratio

Prominent nucleoli
Sheeting (uninterrupted patternless or sheet-like growth)

Foci of spontaneous (non-iatrogenic) necrosis

20 or more mitotic figures in 10 consecutive HPF of
each 0.16 mm2 (at least 12.5/mm2)

OR
Frank anaplasia (sarcoma-, carcinoma, or melanoma-like

appearance)
OR

TERT promoter mutation
OR

Homozygous deletion of CDKN2A and/or CDKN2B

Clinical
Outcomes
Overall Survival
Progression-Free
Survival

80-90%
75-90% 50-79%

23-78%
14-34%
0%
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between 1948 and 1960 of radiotherapy exposure in a large

population of children treated with low-dose radiation for tinea

capitis, the relative risk of meningioma development later in life was

found to be 9.5 compared with age-matched controls (16). Other

population studies of radiation exposure through diagnostic

imaging (i.e., dental x-rays) reveal a higher risk in patients

exposed to radiation at young ages (17).

Several studies have examined the role of certain gene

mutations in the development of radiation-induced meningiomas

in comparison with sporadic meningiomas. Radiation-induced

meningiomas are typically more aggressive, with anaplastic or

atypical histologic characteristics, and tend to have higher rates of

recurrence (18, 19). A significant interaction was observed between

radiation exposure and single-nucleotide polymorphisms in cyclin

D1 and p16 (P=0.005 and P=0057), indicating their potential

involvement in modifying the risk of meningiomas in irradiated

vs non-irradiated individuals. Both of these genes are involved in

the regulation of the cell cycle control pathway, specifically the

transition from G1 to S phase (20, 21). In other studies,

chromosomal losses of 1p and 22q were more commonly

observed in radiation-induced meningioma compared with the

spontaneous type, (21) and Shoshan et al. and Jochaim et al. both

noted that NF2 gene inactivation was less likely to be detected in

radiation-induced meningiomas (22, 23). These observations

indicate distinct differences in the histologic and clinical

characteristics of radiation-induced meningioma compared with

spontaneous meningioma.

Several genetic conditions have been associated with

development of meningiomas, the best-known being mutations in

neurofibromatosis genes. Although neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2)

is much less common than neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), NF2 is

more commonly associated with meningiomas, with estimates that

45%–58% of NF2 patients harbor intracranial meningiomas and

20% harbor spinal meningiomas (24). This association and
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progression of meningiomas in NF2 patients is linked with the

NF2 gene mutation, as studies have shown that NF2 serves as a

tumor suppressor in meningioma tumorigenesis (25). Beyond

neurofibromatosis, many other familial syndromes are linked with

evidence of increased chances of developing an intracranial

meningioma, including nevoid basal cell carcinoma syndrome,

multiple endocrine neoplasia 1 (MEN1), Cowden syndrome,

Werner syndrome, BAP1 tumor predisposition syndrome, and

Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome (26, 27). Despite associations between

these syndromes and predisposition to meningiomas, most

meningiomas occur sporadically without a readily identifiable

environmental exposure or familial component, indicating that

meningioma development is highly multifactorial (12).
3 Management options

3.1 Observation

The appropriate management strategy for meningiomas must

be determined on a case-by-case basis. For patients with

incidentally discovered grade 1 tumors in low-risk locations,

observation with serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is

often the recommended initial approach for both diagnosis and

management. Asymptomatic lesions that have characteristics of a

meningioma on MRI are often found to have a slow growth rate

consistent with a benign meningioma on serial imaging. Currently,

MRI is the gold standard imaging technique for characterizing

meningiomas. Meningiomas present as hypo- to iso-intense on T1-

weighted sequences, with variable signal on T2-weighted sequences

and avid homogenous uptake of contrast (28).

Clinically, it is important to consider other etiologies (such as

metastasis) that could appear as a dural-based lesion that can mimic

meningioma radiologically. Biopsy or resection provides a definitive
FIGURE 1

Meningioma incidence rates in the United States categorized by age and sex. (14) Diamonds and right y-axis refer to the ratio of female to male
incidence per age group; the left y-axis refers to the bar graph incidence rates. The highest peak ratio of female:male incidence rate was 3.15 in the
35–44-year-old age group. (15) Reproduced and modified under the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license from Wiemels J, Wrensch M,
Claus EB. Epidemiology and etiology of meningioma. J Neurooncol 2010; 99:307–314. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11060-010-0386.
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histologic diagnosis; however, in many cases lesions are diagnosed

based on imaging characteristics alone. In some cases, advanced

imaging such as DOTATATE positron emission tomography (PET)

scans can be helpful for confirming the diagnosis of a meningioma,

which often express somatostatin receptors and are typically

DOTATATE-avid. Use of somatostatin receptor II ligands

radiolabeled with gallium-68 has shown higher sensitivity for

detecting meningiomas relative to contrast-enhanced MRI. One

retrospective analysis showed an overall detection rate of 92% using

PET/computed tomography (CT), as compared with an overall

detection rate of 90% for contrast-enhanced MRI (29). The use of

molecular imaging can particularly useful for evaluating the extent

of disease in anatomically complex locations such as the base of

skull. For cases in which distinguishing tumor from surgical

changes is difficult, DOTATATE-PET can provide further

diagnostic information and has been demonstrated to be useful in

radiotherapy planning. In addition to imaging guided radiation

treatment, DOTATATE-PET imaging may be useful for evaluation

of the extent of surgical resection (30, 31).

The choice of treatment for a grade 1 meningioma with

demonstrated indolent behavior based on serial MRI should

consider the patient’s age, life expectancy based on comorbid
Frontiers in Oncology 05
conditions, and probability of morbid progression based on

tumor location. Most benign meningiomas have a volumetric

growth rate of 5.82% per year, (32) so a small lesion in a non-

critical anatomic location can be expected to have a low risk of

morbid progression, and observation should be the first step in

management. Figures 2A, B demonstrate a patient with metastatic

prostate cancer in whom a fluciclovine PET revealed an avid lesion

in the right pterion. MRI showed a dural-based lesion consistent

with meningioma; however, in a patient with metastatic cancer, it is

important to consider the possibility of metastasis. In this patient,

the low-risk location and small size of the lesion made interval MRI

a reasonable observation strategy despite the possibility of a dural

based metastasis, and subsequent indolent behavior on MRI was

consistent with a low grade meningioma. A DOTATATE PET scan

would also have been a reasonable step to increase confidence in the

diagnosis of meningioma. A small lesion with a slow rate of growth

on serial imaging does not need treatment and can be observed.

In contrast, lesions in anatomically complex sites such as the

skull base that have demonstrated growth may be better served with

local therapy despite the lack of symptoms, or very early in the

development of symptoms. Objective size- or growth-based

recommendations are difficult to provide because of patient- and
FIGURE 2

Diverse presentations of and management strategies for meningiomas. (A, B) Axial and coronal magnetic resonance (MR) images depict a presumed
grade 1 meningioma incidentally discovered on a fluciclovine positron emission tomography (PET) scan for metastatic prostate cancer. The low-risk
location was thought to make this lesion amenable to observation, and the lack of growth on the 2-month MR images increased confidence in the
diagnosis of low-grade meningioma as opposed to dural-based metastasis. This lesion was considered appropriate for observation. (C, D) Axial and
coronal MR images depict a tentorial meningioma that had previously been subtotally resected. This lesion continued growing after resection and
was then treated with single-fraction radiosurgery. (E, F) Axial and coronal MR images depict a large suprasellar base-of-skull meningioma involving
the right cavernous sinus and encasing the optic chiasm with a mass effect on the brainstem. This lesion had been subtotally resected 5 years
previously and grew very slowly, eventually causing visual field cut. This lesion was treated with conventionally fractionated radiotherapy. *denotes
the location of the tumor.
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tumor-specific nuances, but typically observation is not

recommended as a long-term option for larger tumors or those

with a more rapid rate of growth (33). Observation is not a

reasonable strategy for patients with grade 1 tumors with

symptoms related to the mass, for grade 1 tumors in locations at

risk for symptomatic local progression that can lead to morbidity

over the course of the patient’s predicted lifespan, and grade 2 or 3

lesions because of their locally aggressive behavior and

malignant potential.
3.2 Extent of surgical resection and impact
on risk of recurrence

Surgical resection is the preferred first step in management for

lesions unfit for observation, including suspected grade 2 or 3

lesions. Surgery provides immediate and durable decompression

of mass effect and permits histologic diagnosis. The extent of

surgery has classically been graded according to the Simpson

criteria, which is based on an intraoperative visual assessment of

surgical resection, ranging from grade I to grade V. Simpson grade I

indicates “macroscopically complete removal of tumor, with

excision of its dural attachment, and of any abnormal bone.

Includes resection of venous sinus if involved,” whereas Simpson

grade V indicates “simple decompression, with or without biopsy”

(34). Grades II and III indicate gross removal of all tumor with

coagulation or resection of the dural attachment (grade II) or

simply gross total resection (GTR) (grade III). In the literature,

grade I-III tumors are typically considered “GTRs.” Simpson grade

has also correlated with risk of symptomatic recurrence: at 10 years,

the risk of recurrence was 9% for grade I tumors, and 19% for grade

II tumors. Because grades III-V tumors were not appropriate for

radical surgery, symptomatic recurrence was considered highly

likely (34).

The Simpson grading criteria is still in use as a predictor of

recurrence, although a modern view must consider more features to

accurately assess risk of recurrence postoperatively. Simpson’s

original report from 1957 predates WHO grading by decades, so

it does not consider pathologic grading or molecular features, which

are strongly associated with risk of recurrence. Dr. Simpson does

describe the histologic features of many cases in his report and

makes several prescient observations associated with risk of

recurrence now present in WHO grading such as mitotic features,

invasiveness, histologic subtypes, and malignant appearance. These

patients were also treated in an era without MRI or computed

tomography (CT), which is useful in determining the presence and

degree of residual tumor. A number of reports have sought to

evaluate the validity of Simpson grading in the modern era with

attention to WHO grade. A report of 113 WHO grade 1 tumors

between 1991-2000 who received no adjuvant radiation therapy

found Simpson grade still correlated well with risk of recurrence

(35). An experience from the Barrow Neurologic Institute of WHO

grade 1 tumors between 2007 and 2017 also found validity to the

Simpson grade with each grade I-IV significantly associated with a

higher risk of recurrence. Grade IV patients were frequently treated

with SRS, with irradiated grade IV patients having similar risk of
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recurrence to Grade II and III highlighting the role of adjuvant

radiotherapy in reducing the risk of recurrence after less aggressive

surgeries in the modern era (36).

A useful set of guidelines comes from the European Association

of Neuro-Oncology who suggest follow-up intervals for resection

based on the Simpson grading criteria. Specifically, WHO grade 1

tumors that can be completely resected (Simpson grade I-III) can be

observed at 3-month follow-up intervals for 5 years. Because the

Simpson grade refers to the extent of resection, which can affect the

rate of recurrence, the risk of recurrence becomes a qualifying factor

in determining the use of adjuvant therapy (34).

While there may be controversy about the goal of surgery and

the validity of the Simpson grading in the modern era, when taken

as a single risk factor it seems the degree of surgical resection still

holds value in the estimation of post operative risk of recurrence.

Whether the goal of surgery in all cases should be Simpson grade 1

now that imaging surveillance is superior and effective adjuvant

therapies may reduce the need for aggressive surgery is a complex

question and the source of much debate which is outside the scope

of this review (37–40).
3.3 Adjuvant radiation therapy

Several factors contribute to the decision of whether to use

adjuvant radiotherapy after surgical resection. Given the limited

prospective data regarding management strategies and wide variation

in approaches because of differences in patient factors (e.g., age,

comorbidities) and disease-specific features (e.g., size, grade, and

location) that influence the feasible extent of resection, no universally

accepted guidelines have been established. The need for adjuvant

therapy is judged based on the risk and potential consequences of

local progression after surgery. Tumor grade is a useful starting point

for discussing the need for adjuvant radiotherapy.

3.3.1 WHO grade 1
As discussed in previous sections, grade 1 meningiomas are

benign and the need for resection is typically dictated by symptoms,

either current or anticipated in the event of tumor progression.

After surgery that achieves the goal of therapy, whether that is

decompressing the brain parenchyma or reducing the influence of

gross disease on the brainstem or cranial nerves, often the most

reasonable approach is to resume observation, even in the case of

subtotal resection (STR) (41). Exceptions to this include cases in

which symptoms remain due to residual disease, or situations in

which the probability of symptom development with disease growth

is high and re-resection is unlikely to be feasible. This can be the

case with skull-based meningiomas, for which GTR is difficult and

symptoms often reflect involvement of several cranial nerves and

neural foramina. Patient-specific factors can also be considered. For

example, in patients who are elderly or whose life expectancy is

limited because of comorbidities, slow progression of meningioma

may be less likely to result in symptoms during the remaining

lifespan of the patient. This should be considered in the decision to

proceed with surgery and can also factor into the decision for

adjuvant radiation.
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3.3.2 WHO grade 2
These meningiomas have a higher risk of recurrence after both

GTR and STR, which must be considered when considering adjuvant

radiotherapy. The reported risk of recurrence after GTR for an atypical

meningioma without adjuvant therapy is significant at more than 40%

by 5 years (42, 43). Thus even after a GTR, adjuvant radiation is often

used to improve local recurrence rates. In one such study, Komotar

et al. found that after GTR, the local recurrence rate at 44 months was

41% for patients who did not undergo adjuvant radiotherapy as

opposed to 8% among those who did (43). In a single-institution

report of 262 patients, Chen et al. found that adjuvant radiotherapy

improved local control in a mixed group of patients with atypical

meningioma regardless of extent of resection (STR or GTR) when

controlling for several relevant clinical and pathologic factors (44).

In contrast, other series have found no objective benefit from

radiotherapy after GTR of grade 2 meningiomas. In one report of 71

patients who had GTR for atypical meningioma, the local

recurrence rate at 5 years was 16.7% for patients who did not

receive adjuvant radiotherapy as compared with 11.8% in 31

patients who did (45). These investigators further identified 5

factors predictive of tumor recurrence—mitotic index, sheeting,

necrosis, non-use of adjuvant radiotherapy, and STR. Other groups

have attempted to use pathologic features to risk-stratify patients

after GTR for atypical meningiomas. Fioravanzo et al. led such an

effort and created a clinicopathological risk score system in which

one point was assigned for each of 5 high-risk parameters: male sex,

parasagittal site, Simpson grade III resection, mitotic index ≥6/10

HPF, and sheeting (46). A score of ≥2 was associated with a nearly

5-fold risk of shorter disease-free survival and was suggested as a

way to help risk-stratify patients in need of adjuvant radiotherapy.

A meta-analysis of relevant studies found significantly lower local

recurrence rates (18% vs 31%) when using WHO grade 2 criteria from

2007 or 2016 (which include brain invasion as a factor for diagnosing

grade 2) versus earlier grading systems that did not consider this factor.

They also found that receipt of adjuvant radiotherapy led to improved

PFS relative to observation only (47). However, another recent meta-

analysis of 3500 patients from 25 studies found no significant

association between brain invasion and mitoses, finding that only

spontaneous necrosis was associated with PFS (48).

A far less controversial approach is to routinely offer adjuvant

radiation after STR for WHO grade 2 meningiomas. Local

recurrence rates are very high, and adjuvant radiotherapy is

effective in reducing them. In one such study, use of adjuvant

radiotherapy after STR reduced the risk of recurrence from 91% to

20% (45). A National Cancer Data Base analysis by Wang et al.

found that adjuvant radiotherapy conferred an OS benefit for

patients with WHO grade 2 meningioma after STR (49). A

survival benefit was not seen for patients after GTR, but the

effects of adjuvant radiotherapy on other measures such as local

recurrence and PFS were not analyzed.

While the benefit of adjuvant radiotherapy for grade 2

meningiomas after GTR can be supported or refuted by

numerous institutional series, we eagerly await the results of NRG

BN003, a phase III randomized trial of adjuvant radiotherapy versus

observation after GTR for grade 2 meningiomas (NCT03180268).
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3.3.3 WHO grade 3
Grade 3 meningiomas are malignant lesions that demonstrate

aggressive local invasion of the brain, bone, and soft tissue and

exhibit metastatic potential (50, 51). Given the high recurrence rates

after surgery alone, nearly all cases of grade 3 meningioma should

receive postoperative radiotherapy to reduce the risk of recurrence.

Nevertheless, outcomes remain poor even with maximum surgery

and postoperative radiotherapy.

At many institutions, findings from RTOG 0539 have been used

to codify the approach to adjuvant therapy and have been essential

for developing prospective trials of adjuvant radiotherapy for

meningiomas. RTOG 0539 was a phase II prospective study that

described three risk groups and therapeutic approaches for

meningiomas after surgery:
Low-risk. Grade 1 tumors, whether GTR or STR, were

observed after surgery with no adjuvant radiotherapy. Of

the 92% of patients with a GTR, the 3-year PFS rate was

91.8% and the 5-year PFS rate was 86.1%. When this review

was written, these outcomes had been presented only in

abstract form (52).

Intermediate-risk. Patients with newly diagnosed grade 2

tumors after GTR, or recurrent grade 1 tumors after

either type of resection, were treated with adjuvant

radiotherapy, 54 Gy in 30 fractions to the tumor bed and

residual disease plus a 1-cm clinical target volume (CTV)

along at-risk surfaces. The 3-year PFS rate was excellent at

93.8%, which exceeded the 3-year findings from the low-

risk group (53).

High-risk. New or recurrent grade 3 tumors regardless of

resection extent, recurrent grade 2 tumors, or STR grade

2 tumors were all considered high risk. Patients with high-

risk tumors were treated with 60 Gy in 30 fractions with a

simultaneous integrated boost technique, in which 60 Gy

was delivered to the gross disease and cavity plus a 1-cm

CTV and 54 Gy was delivered to a 2-cm CTV with respect

to barriers of spread. At 3 years, the PFS rate was 59.2% and

the OS rate was 78.6%, highlighting the significantly worse

outcomes for patients fitting the high-risk category (54).
4 Radiation monotherapy
in meningiomas

The optimal management for grade 1 meningiomas is complete

resection of the tumor, but not all tumors are amenable to surgical

resection, and not all patients are suitable for surgery. Moreover,

even benign meningiomas have a long-term risk of local recurrence

without adjuvant radiotherapy. For low-grade tumors that are

not likely to be completely resected, or for poor surgical

candidates, radiation monotherapy, whether as stereotactic

radiosurgery or fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy, is an

excellent alternative (55).
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4.1 Stereotactic radiosurgery

Stereotactic radiotherapy (SRS), delivered in as few as 1 and as

many as 5 fractions, is a form of highly conformal, high-dose, image-

guided radiotherapy. Single-fraction SRS is often an option for

smaller tumors (typically <2 cm in diameter) and tumors at

acceptable distance from critical organs at risk such as the optic

chiasm and brainstem. Fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy, often

given as 3 or 5 treatments, is sometimes used for larger lesions. SRS

can be done via linear accelerator-based SRS or Gamma Knife

radiosurgery. Generally, SRS is used when surgical risk is high

because of the location of the meningioma, because the patient’s

suitability for surgery is not optimal, or when a distinct tumor border

is present with a maximum diameter of <3-4 cm (56). Reported series

have shown SRS to provide excellent local control rates. In a seminal

report of 251 patients by Pollock et al., SRS for patients with imaging-

defined meningiomas without surgical resection led to a local control

rate of 99.4% at 10 years (57). In an earlier series, the same group

found SRS to provide equivalent outcomes as those of a Simpson I

resection for benign meningiomas <3.5 cm, and superior to less

extensive resections (58). A study reported by Bir et al. concluded that

Gamma Knife surgery led to higher rates of locally controlled tumor

growth at 5 years and at 10 years compared with surgical resection.

Figures 2C, D illustrate an example of a lesion managed with SRS.

This lesion was first partially resected and confirmed to be a grade 1

meningioma. After a period of observation, the lesion was found to

grow to an extent that, given the patient’s relatively young age, posed

a clinically significant risk over their lifetime. That lesion was treated

with SRS, 12 Gy to the 50% isodose line, by using Gamma Knife.

Data for SRS for treatment of grade 2 and 3 meningiomas is less

robust and clinical results are poorer. Treatment of grade 2 or 3

meningiomas with SRS has led to local control rates of 50%-70% (59–

61). Zhang et al. reported a 5-year local control rate of 48% for radiation-

naïve patients and 0% for patients with prior radiation exposure (60).

Another single-institution series of 183 lesions in 48 patients

demonstrated local and marginal control rates of 42% at 5 years after

SRS (61). Ameta-analysis of 19 studies including 647 patients with grade

2 or 3 meningiomas found a wide range of outcomes, which reflects the

selection bias inherent in single-institution studies (62). For grade 2

tumors, 5-year PFS rates ranged from 25% to 83%, but for grade 3 the

range was from 0% to 72%. Thus, although the available data do not

support the routine use of radiosurgery for grade 2 or 3 meningiomas,

well-selected recurrent cases may benefit from SRS in that some patients

can achieve meaningful PFS.

Fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy may be an alternative for

meningiomas when single fraction SRS is not ideal because of lesion

size or proximity to organs at risk. Marchetti et al. reported on 143

patients with sellar and parasellar meningiomas presumed to be grade

1 upon imaging that were treated with 25 Gy in 5 fractions; this

approach led to an impressive 5-year PFS rate of 93% (63).

Interestingly, among patients with tumors close to the optic

pathway, 36% had improved visual function as compared with

7.4% having worsened visual function, highlighting the favorable

safety profile of fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy. A propensity-

score matched analysis of 145 cases treated with SRS (12-16 Gy) and
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81 treated with fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy (21 Gy in 3

fractions) found no statistically significant differences in local control

at 2 years, 5 years, or 10 years (64). Numerically, 10-year local control

rates favored fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy at 91% versus

74% with SRS. A meta-analysis of hypofractionated radiation for

meningiomas reported local control rates of 90%-100% from 10

studies for which data were available (65).

Identifying patients who are suitable candidates for SRS is crucial,

as the high dose given per fraction presents a set of unique challenges.

Among patients who underwent SRS in one study, approximately 9%

had treatment-related complications such as radiation necrosis,

cranial nerve deficit, motor deficit, hydrocephalus, vascular

occlusion, and development of peritumoral edema (66). Despite

these risks, experienced radiosurgeons can effectively identify

patients for whom SRS is suitable, with an acceptable risk-benefit

ratio. Moreover, radionecrosis and edema are commonly

asymptomatic and self-limited, and symptoms can be effectively

managed for the vast majority of patients.
4.2 Conventionally
fractionated radiotherapy

Although SRS and fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy are

convenient and effective approaches for many meningiomas, they

are not suitable in all situations. For some lesions, size alone may

limit the ability to use SRS without an unacceptably high risk of

radiation necrosis. Also, many lesions are intimately associated with

at-risk structures such as the brainstem, skull base neural foramina,

cranial nerves, cochlea, and orbits. For such cases, conventionally

fractionated radiotherapy is preferable. Conventional fractionation

regimens vary widely between institutions and are modified for

specific clinical scenarios. A typical conventional fractionation

schedule refers to delivery of 1.8- to 2.0-Gy fractions to total

doses ranging from 50.4 Gy to 60 Gy. Figures 2E, F illustrate a

lesion that required fractionated radiotherapy owing to extensive

involvement of the skull base, encasing radiation-sensitive critical

anatomy including the optic chiasm and having a broad mass effect

on the brainstem.

Like the experience with SRS for presumed benign lesions, local

control after radiation alone for imaging-defined meningiomas has

also been quite high. In one report of 57 patients with imaging-

defined lesions of the cavernous sinus, Milker-Zabel et al. reported a

local control rate of 100% at a median follow-up time of 6.5 years.

The high-risk location of the lesions meant that most patients had

pre-existing neurologic symptoms, and in 11 of those patients,

neurologic symptoms improved after radiotherapy (67). Morgan

et al. compared conventionally fractionated radiotherapy with SRS

for imaging-defined meningiomas and found similar rates of local

control (97.8% and 94.6% at 5 years) between the two modalities.

However, conventionally fractionated radiotherapy was rarely

associated with treatment-related edema (2.5% at 2 years)

compared with SRS (34.6% at 2 years). Although this finding

reveals little about the quality of life for patients receiving either

modality, it is generally accepted that fractionated therapy is less
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likely to result in damage to organs at risk such as optic structures,

brainstem, and the brain itself compared with SRS, so the surrogate

of late therapy-related edema is interesting. Importantly, lesions

selected for conventional fractionated radiation are usually much

larger; in the study reported by Morgan and colleagues, lesions to be

treated with fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy were 15 mL

versus 5 mL for lesions to be treated with SRS (68).

Conventionally fractionated radiotherapy given with definitive

intent (as opposed to adjuvant therapy, as discussed in Section 3.3),

uses strategies to target lesions by tumor grade similar to those

described in RTOG 0539, that is, larger margins for subclinical

tumor spread are typically used for grade 2 and 3 tumors. Moreover,

although grade 1 tumors do not invade the brain parenchyma, grade

2 and 3 tumors can, and so the CTV is extended into the brain

parenchyma as well as along the adjacent dura. Overall, this

typically results in larger target volumes for grade 2 and 3 lesions.

While local control for grade 1 tumors is excellent with a variety

of radiation approaches, outcomes including local control for grade

2 and 3 tumors have been less impressive, as demonstrated by the

high-risk arm of RTOG 0539. This finding has led to efforts to

escalate the total radiation dose. In one study of 31 patients with

grade 2 or 3 meningiomas, total doses of >60 Gy were associated

with improved local control and survival (69). In a similar study of

patients treated with combined proton/photon external-beam

radiation, Boskos et al. also found improved OS when radiation

doses exceeded 60 Gy (70). Dose escalation beyond 60 Gy for grade

2 and 3 tumors is being investigated in a phase I/II study of

intensity-modulated proton therapy (NCT02693990).
5 Recurrence after initial local therapy

Treatment for recurrent meningiomas will vary depending on

whether radiation was previously used as a treatment option. If no

prior radiation was given, then the usual options to be considered

would be repeat surgery or radiation. For recurrent grade 1

meningiomas, considerations for use of local therapy for

recurrent disease are similar to those for determining the need for

local control: Is the tumor causing symptoms? Is it likely to cause

symptoms if it continues to progress?

Recurrent grade 2 and 3 meningiomas are more challenging and

may behave more aggressively with increased rates of locoregional

and distant intracranial failure. Chen et al. described 65 patients

with atypical meningiomas undergoing salvage therapy with

surgery, radiation, or both (71). Interestingly 39% of patients had

three or more recurrences, with multifocal local recurrence the most

strongly associated with further recurrence after salvage therapy.

Intervals to subsequent recurrence also tended to shorten over time,

highlighting an accelerating clinical course with reduced disease-

free survival time between recurrences. Freedom from local failure

rates at 2 years have ranged from 36% to 73% depending on the

modality used.

Salvage strategies involving re-irradiation depend principally on

whether meaningful additional doses of radiation could be delivered
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with an acceptable risk profile. In challenging clinical situations,

careful consideration should be given to patient-specific factors,

recurrence location, symptoms, and risk from additional radiation.

Specialized radiation modalities may offer an improved

therapeutic ratio for reirradiation. Particle therapy with proton or

carbon ions has the advantage of lower integral doses to non-target

tissues and is often considered in cases of reirradiation for this

reason (72). El Shafie et al. described 42 patients treated with carbon

or proton therapy for re-irradiation. Although their patients had

diverse tumor locations and grades, the reported PFS rate of 71% at

1 year was remarkable for a group in which most patients had grade

2 or 3 meningiomas.

Brachytherapy can also be considered for reirradiation among

patients undergoing additional resection. Brachytherapy offers an

attractive combination of rapid dose falloff from the positioning of

the radiation source near the target tissue and the convenience of

completing radiation during the surgery, eliminating the need to

return for fractionated postoperative radiotherapy. In one series of

15 patients with recurrent grade 2 or 3 meningioma in whom Cs-

131 or I-125 stranded seeds were placed in the operative cavity at

resection, local control was poor, with all but 2 patients

experiencing local failure, and repeat surgery for wound infection

was required for 6 patients (40%) (73). Recently, GammaTile

(collagen tile Cs-131 brachytherapy) has been approved for use

by the US Food and Drug Administration for recurrent brain

tumors, largely on the basis of safety and efficacy findings in

previously irradiated meningiomas (74). In that study, the local

control rate was 90% at a median follow-up time of 15 months,

which shows impressive control of lesion growth considering that

80% of patients had grade 2 or 3 lesions at the time of

brachytherapy. Two of those 19 patients experienced radiation

necrosis that was treated medically, and another 2 had surgery for

complications; however, given the heavily pretreated nature of the

population, the safety profile and efficacy seem promising.

Additional studies are needed to determine whether these

promising early results and favorable safety profiles hold up over

time as more patients are tested.
6 Systemic therapy in meningiomas

Systemic therapy plays a limited role in meningioma

management and is typically used in the salvage setting when

local therapy is not feasible. Evidence for the effectiveness of

systemic therapy approaches is extremely limited and most

clinical studies have been retrospective or observational. The

National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines

recommend chemotherapy for disease progression in cases when

additional resection or radiotherapy is not possible. NCCN

guidelines based on lower-level evidence recommend the use of

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) inhibitors (e.g.,

sunitinib), bevacizumab in combination with everolimus, or, in

certain circumstances, somatostatin receptor agonists (e.g.,

octreotide). Patients with radiographic progression treated with
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bevacizumab, alone or in combination with everolimus, have shown

slowing of neurologic decline (75–81). Unfortunately, to date

several systemic drugs, including dacarbazine, doxorubicin,

cyclophosphamide, vincristine, and temozolomide, have shown

virtually no benefit, (82, 83) and smaller studies of anti-

angiogenic drugs have not produced confirmatory findings. One

small study of 8 participants evaluated the use of bevacizumab and

everolimus and found no objective tumor response, but disease

stability was prolonged (79).

Other recent studies have examined the value of traditional

cytotoxic chemotherapy agents in the treatment of meningiomas.

For example, trabectedin, an anticancer compound isolated from

the sea squirt Ecteinascidia turbinate, was found to enhance the

cytotoxic activity of hydroxyurea, doxorubicin, and cisplatin in

patients with higher-grade meningiomas (84). In another study, an

in vitro review of animal and human studies revealed the potential

of chemotherapy as a second or third-line treatment for benign

meningiomas. That study demonstrated the importance of

considering histopathologically benign variants, as this

characteristic may be significant in tumor responsiveness to

specific chemotherapeutic agents (85).
7 Future outlook

Efforts to conduct large clinical trials of meningioma management

strategies have been hindered by the complex and variable nature of this

disease. The ideal treatment course should be based on the available data,

both retrospective and prospective, but should also be modified on a case-

by-case basis with consideration of patient- and tumor-specific factors. The

complex nature of meningiomas tends to require a personalized and

multidisciplinary approach to optimal management in which regardless of

treatment choice, the primary goal is to preserve patients’ quality of life and

maintain neurological function while minimizing the risk of adverse effects

of treatment (86). Currently accruing BN003, which randomizes patients

with grade 2 meningiomas after GTR to observation versus adjuvant

radiation is a welcome effort to provide high quality data for a very

controversial clinical presentation. While radiotherapy is quite effective in

treatingmeningiomas, as withmost adjuvant therapies,many patients who

receive it would not have recurred and thus derive no benefit from therapy.

They are, however, at risk for toxicity from treatment. Well-designed

randomized trials are essential to help clinicians and patients understand

the magnitude of benefit and risk associated with a therapy choice.

As our understanding of the molecular underpinnings of

meningiomas grows deeper, as reflected in the WHO 2021

updated classifications, there is reason for optimism that features

beyondWHO grade and extent of surgical resection will continue to

improve our ability to risk stratify patients and guide adjuvant

therapy. Prospective and randomized studies are a valuable

opportunity to correlate molecular features with clinical outcomes

to help develop the next generation of questions to address.
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For meningiomas that have recurred or progressed after

surgical resection and radiosurgery, the next step may involve

systemic therapy to modulate tumor growth. Although systemic

therapeutic options at this time are limited in both efficacy and

evidence, molecularly targeted therapies may offer hope for some

patients. A trial sponsored by the Alliance for Clinical Trials in

Oncology Group and the National Cancer Institute is looking into

potential molecular therapeutic targets, and is recruiting patients

with mutations in AKT1, SMO and NF2 for treatment with AKT,

SMO, and FAK inhibitors, respectively (10). Outcomes data for

these patients are still being collected, and no preliminary analyses

have been reported (87). In the era of molecularly targeted cancer

therapy, patient-specific mutation analysis may guide the choice for

off label use of targeted therapies. While evidence is currently

limited, there are numerous clinical trials underway investigating

targeted therapies, immunotherapies, and theragnostic approaches,

summarized in Table 2. Given the lack of treatment options for

meningiomas once local therapies have been exhausted, case reports

and series of success and failure with systemic therapy approaches

will be welcome as we await reports from clinical trials.

Given that most meningiomas typically affect outcomes and

quality of life through local recurrence, additional local therapies

beyond surgical resection and ionizing radiation are also worth

pursuing. The use of tumor-treating fields (TTF) that is, antimitotic

treatment delivered by low-energy electric fields, is being studied in

brain metastases after their demonstrated successes in glioblastoma

(88, 89). A pilot study of the electromagnetic device NovoTTF-

100A is underway for patients diagnosed with recurrent WHO

grade 2 or grade 3 intracranial supratentorial meningioma

(NCT01892397) (90). Another phase II study that combines

NovoTTF-200A, which was approved by the US Food and Drug

Administration for glioblastoma multiforme, with bevacizumab is

currently underway for recurrent or progressive meningioma

(NCT02847559) (Table 2). These and other studies may open the

way for new modes of treatment and alternative routes of attack to

target recurrent meningiomas.
8 Conclusion

Publication of the WHO 2021 criteria has officially moved

meningioma grading into the molecular era, with recognition of

the independent prognostic implications of TERT promoter

mutations and CDKN2A/B deletions. Management strategies for

intracranial meningiomas include observation, surgical resection,

and radiotherapy, with outcomes varying depending on tumor

grade. The initial management strategy depends on numerous

patient- and tumor-specific factors, and owing to the diverse

nature of presentation, optimal therapy should be tailored on a

case-by-case basis. Better therapeutic approaches for grade 2 and 3

tumors are needed because of persistent poor outcomes. Systemic
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therapy has produced disappointing results for recurrent or

treatment-refractory disease, however, with increasing

knowledge of molecular drivers in some tumors and an

increased repertoire of agents that target these drivers, there is

hope for improving outcomes for patients with recurrent and

aggressive meningiomas.
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TABLE 2 Actively recruiting clinical trials for meningioma treatment.

Trial ID Study Title Population and
Study Design

Intervention Primary
Endpoint

(s)

NCT02648997 An Open-Label Phase II Study of Nivolumab in Adult
Participants With Recurrent High-Grade Meningioma

Phase 2: Recurrent
High-Grade
Meningioma

Drug: Nivolumab - 240 mg
Drug: Ipilimumab - 1 mg/kg Drug:
Nivolumab - 480 mg
Drug: Nivolumab - 3 mg/kg
Radiation: External Beam RT

PFS

NCT04997317 Treatment of Recurrent or Progressive Meningiomas With the
Radiolabeled Somatostatin Antagonist 177Lu-satoreotide

Phase 1: Recurrent or
Progressive Meningioma

Drug: 177Lu-DOTA-JR11 (Phase
0); Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 (cross-over)
Drug: 177Lu-DOTATOC (Phase 0);
Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 (cross-over),
Cycle 3 and 4
Drug: 177Lu-DOTA-JR11 (Phase I/
II)

Therapeutic
Index, PFS

NCT03971461 A Single Arm, Open-label, Multicenter Phase II Study of 177Lu-
DOTATATE Radionuclide in Adults With Progressive or High-
risk Meningioma

Phase 2: Progressive or
High-Grade
Meningioma

Lutathera PFS, ORR, OS

NCT03631953 Combination of Alpelisib and Trametinib in Progressive
Refractory Meningiomas (ALTREM)

Phase 1: Progressive
Meningioma

Drug: Trametinib Trametinib
administered at a fixed dose (1.5 mg
daily)
Drug: Alpelisib A panel of 3 doses
of ALPELISIB could be tested

DLT

NCT02523014 Vismodegib, FAK Inhibitor GSK2256098, Capivasertib, and
Abemaciclib in Treating Patients With Progressive Meningiomas

Phase 2: Progressive
Meningioma

Drug: Vismodegib
Drug: FAK Inhibitor GSK2256098
Drug: Capivasertib
Drug: Abemaciclib

PFS, ORR, OS

NCT03604978 Nivolumab and Multi-fraction Stereotactic Radiosurgery With or
Without Ipilimumab in Treating Patients With Recurrent Grade
II-III Meningioma

Phase 1/2: Grade 2,
Grade 3, and Recurrent
Meningioma

Drug: Ipilimumab
Drug: Nivolumab
Radiation: Stereotactic Radiosurgery

Therapeutic
Index, PFS,
ORR, OS

NCT04082520 Lutathera for the Treatment of Inoperable, Progressive
Meningioma After External Beam Radiation Therapy

Phase 2: Grade 1-3,
Recurrent, Unresectable
Meningioma

Drug: Lutetium Lu 177 Dotatate
Radiation: Gallium Ga 68-
DOTATATE

PFS, OS

NCT04659811 Stereotactic Radiosurgery and Immunotherapy (Pembrolizumab)
for the Treatment of Recurrent Meningioma

Phase 2: Grade 1-3,
Recurrent Meningioma

Drug: Pembrolizumab Procedure:
Stereotactic Radiosurgery

PFS, OS

NCT04728568 Exploratory Study of PD-1 Neoadjuvant Treatment of Recurrent
Meningioma

High Grade
Meningioma

Drug: Sintilimab PFS, OS

NCT04501705 Apatinib in the Treatment of Recurrent Atypical/Malignant
Meningioma in Adults

Recurrent, High-Grade
Meningioma

Drug: Apatinib Mesylate PFS, ORR, OS
PFS, Progression-Free Survival; ORR, Objective Response Rate; OS, Overall Survival; DLT, Dose Limiting Toxicity.
PFS, progression-free survival; ORR, objective response rate; OS, overall survival; DLT, dose-limiting toxicity.
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